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SUPPORT TYPE
The first distinction made is between the “monumental inscription” and an inscription on an
“object”. The third category “Unknown” is used in the case of an indefinable support.
1. Monumental inscription
Among the monumental inscriptions we define three categories:
1.1. Inscription on architectural structure
An inscription that was originally situated on an
architectural structure (e.g., a city wall, city gate,
pillar, temple wall, etc.).

M 236 – Baraqish: inscription on city wall
1.2. Monumental stela
An inscription on a support characterized by a
vertical parallelepiped form, standing in isolation
in an urban setting (e.g., a town square, palace,
temple, etc.).

CIH 611 – Stela displaying water regulations
1.3. Rock inscription
An inscription engraved into the living rock of a
mountain or hillside.

RES 3551 – Luḫayḍar rock inscription

2. Object
The first level of distinction is between the “stone inscription”, the “artefact” and the “palm-leaf
stalk”.
2.1. Stone inscription
This somewhat ambiguous category is applied to
those inscriptions that do not fit into the
category of monumental texts nor are they
carved on an object that is artistically definable.

Aden National Museum: NAM 2369, NAM 2321

2.2. Artefact
Broad categories of artistic objects have been defined and divided into subgroups. The main
categories are:
2.2.1. Altar
Altars have been divided into groups based on their form:
a. circular

b. squared

c. with truncated pyramidal base

LuBM 1 – British Museum BM 135323

al-Jawf 04.35

RB VI/04 altar no. 1
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2.2.2. Architectural element
This category includes all architectural elements: the arch, capital, column, gutter, niche, etc.
Because of the fragmentary nature of this type of object, the definition used most frequently
is “architectural decoration”.
Architectural decoration

Niche

Niche

Baynun, Museum, BynM 414
UAM 30, Aden, University
Museum, UAM 30

Ja 366 A

2.2.3. Base
This category consists of incomplete objects, of which only the base is preserved.
of statue
A base (generally in alabaster) on which
there may still be the remains of the feet
of the original statue.
The inscriptions are generally onomastic in
nature.
CIAS F 59/s 4/49.10 n. 1 – Aden,
The National Museum, AM 60.690

C 78 – London, The British
Museum, BM 1991,0513.1

of statue with dedicatory inscription
A base with a dedicatory inscription
designed to support the bronze statue of a
person or an animal, as exemplified by the
statue of “lady Bar'at" (Aden, National
Museum, AM 433).
They take the form of large stone blocks
with cavities on the top face for the
statue’s feet.
BM 1985,0223.123
London, The British Museum

CIAS 47.11/o 1/F 72 – Aden,
The National Museum,
NAM 1559
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of stela
The base usually has a rectangular cavity
on the top face into which the carved stela
was inserted, although sometimes the
base and stela were carved from a single
block.
In some cases the base is stepped.
The inscriptions are onomastic in nature.

UAM 35 – Aden, University Museum
BM 141609 – London, The
British Museum

When the cavity on the top face is circular (designed to receive a cylindrical element), it is usually
the “base of head” (see, for example, the head with inscribed base 2.2.4.c).
When it is impossible to determine whether the base was created for a stela or a statue, we use
the uncertain definition “base of stela or statue”.
2.2.4. Container
This category includes objects used as containers for different purposes, which we have
defined using the current archaeological terminology. (The compilation of the list is still in
progress).
The main types of containers are:
Basin

Box

Large container for water

Container with a lid

al-Kafir 4

NAM 545 – Aden, The National Museum

Bowl

Ladle

Vase

Bronze inscribed bowl from Sumhuram

KR 10
wādī Ḍuraʾ 5

UAM 298
Aden, University Museum
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2.2.5. Sculpture in the round
This category includes statues of humans and animals in either stone or bronze, which have
been divided into the following sub-categories:
Animal figure

Human figure

Bronze statuette of an
ass or colt

Statue of an
Awsanite king

London, The British Museum,
BM 132932

Part of human body

Part of animal body
Bronze bull’s head

NAM 472,
Aden, The National
Museum,

MIbb 10

Statuette of camel

CIAS F 58/s 4/49.10 n. 3
Aden, The National
Museum, NAM 609
RES 4083 – London, The
British Museum,
BM 102480

NAM 472
Robin 1 – London,
The British Museum,
BM 139443
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2.2.6. Incense burner
This category comprises objects used to burn aromatic substances. Usually much smaller
than altars, they can be recognized by the traces of burning and/or the presence of a deep
cavity in the upper receptacle. Like altars, they have been divided into groups based on their
form:
a. circular

b. squared

c. with truncated pyramidal base

d. with splayed foot

Usually with four angular
legs and incised decoration
(e.g., the names of
aromatic substances)

Often decorated with
architectural elements and/or
astral symbols such as the
crescent moon and disc

Usually in bronze,
consisting of a wide,
broad cylindrical censer
standing on a splayed
foot

SW-BA 12 as-Sawda
Circular, with handle
and lid
CIH 683
London, The British
Museum, BM 113231
UPC 32

London, The British Museum,
BM 132904

Ja 862; Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania University
Museum, 30.47.97

2.2.7. Lamp
Lamps were usually made of bronze and could vary widely in shape, structure and decoration.
These characteristics are specified, one by one, with tags for the various types of decoration (see
infra) and a detailed description in the “Note on support and decorations”.

Aden, The National Museum, NAM 2531

Ja 2195
Washington, DC, AFSM, TS 1121

RES 3533
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches
Museum, 694
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2.2.8. Offering table
This category consists of a specific type of altar used for libations. Usually made of stone,
they can be recognized by their shape (square or rectangular) and the presence of a gutter
to carry away the liquid offerings. Three sub-categories have been identified based on the
typology of the gutter.
with a bull’s head as the gutter

M 407, Hamburg, Museum
für Völkerkunde, R.4

with a plain gutter

Raybūn-Ḥaḍrān 63
Sayʾūn Museum, n. 523

with an ibex frieze

Kamna 21
Paris, Louvre Museum, AO 4977

2.2.9. Personal adornment
This category includes jewellery and other personal accessories made of precious metals
(gold and silver, but also bronze), among which we can find belts, bracelets, buckles,
diadems, finger-rings, necklaces, pendants, etc. (The compilation of the list is still in
progress).
Buckle

Bracelet

Pendant
Gold lunate pendant

wādī Ḍuraʾ 46 and 47

BM 136829,
London, The British Museum,
BM 136829

London, The British Museum,
BM 132998
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2.2.10. Plaque
This category includes artefacts in bronze characterized by four angular holes, used to fix the
object to the wall. This category is subdivided in plaques “with figurative scene” placed in
the central field and plaques “with framework”. The frameworks are usually decorated with
geometric elements (e.g., dentils) or, more rarely, by figurative elements (vegetal elements,
etc.).
With figurative scene

With framework

Ritual scene

FB-Ḥawkam 1A

CIH 82
London, The British
Museum, BM 48462

CIAS 47.11/p 8 n° 1
Aden, The National Museum,
AM 335

2.2.11. Seals
All south Arabian seals are stamp seals. Various categories of seals have been found: ring
seals (in gold, silver or bronze), bezels and pendants (usually in semi-precious stone), and
open-work seals used as property stamps.
Ring seal

Agate ring bezel

Open-work stamp seal

RES 3939 Aden, The National
Museum, AM 60.419

CIH 736=RES 2699 – London,
The British Museum, BM 120304

RES 3925
London, The British Museum, BM 40652
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2.2.12. Slab
In contrast to the simple stone inscription, this category consists of more carefully executed
and finely finished artefacts, carved on thin slabs, sometimes of alabaster. But, unlike the
stelae, there is no frame around the inscription and generally little other decoration.

BM 1991,1214.1

CIAS 49.10/p 2 n° 1

CIH 106

2.2.13. Stela
Funerary stelae comprise a heterogeneous group of objects. Alabaster was the preferred
stone, but their form and, above all, their decoration could vary greatly from stylized to
figurative motifs, and even elaborate narrative scenes. The inscriptions, however, are
exclusively onomastic in nature.
2.2.13.1. Aniconic stela

with convex top

with concave top

AM 60.767 Aden,
The National Museum

UAM 27
Aden, University Museum

This category consists of stelae
without decoration, i.e. an inscribed
base supporting a plain slab. They are
typical of the Qatabanian area.
The top may be either convex or
concave.

2.2.13.2. Stela with eyes or stylized
face
This category includes stelae
decorated with stylized human faces
ranging from simple abstract
representation of eyes to more
elaborate squared faces with the facial
features (eyes, nose, mouth)
conventionally represented.
A specific, homogeneous group of
stelae from the Jawf area exhibit a
more evolved version of the motif,
with a schematic outline of the face.

with eyes

with stylized human face

with stylized human
face

MuB 461
YM 30008

CIH 856=RES 4939bis
Aden, The National
Museum, NAM 95

Ja 1091
Aden, The National
Museum, AM 579=NAM 291

YM 28030
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2.2.13.3. Stela with figure
in relief
This category includes
heterogeneous subjects
ranging from parts of
human or animal figures
to complete human
figures in different
attitudes. Usually the
partial human or animal
figures are carved in high
relief, while the complete
figures are carved in low
relief.

a. with bust of female figure

b. with bull’s head

c. with human face

CIAS P 44/s 4/95.11
Aden, The National
Museum, AM 729

BM 134637
London, British Museum

RES 3902 N° 5
Aden, The National Museum,
AM 60.82
e. woman

d. man

Aden, The National
Museum, NAM 21
2.2.13.4. Stela with scene

scene of daily life

This category consists of
stelae with more complex
decoration in the form of
narrative scenes, carved
in low relief. Some of the
narratives may be divided
into two registers.
The scenes are defined as
“Daily life”, “Hunting” and
“Ritual”.

CIAS P 32/s 4/46.11
Ṣanʿāʾ, The National
Museum, YM 69
hunting scene

CIAS P 49/s 4/98.Fr
Foster Collection, Baltimore,
Walters Art Museum

ritual scene

YM 2538
Ṣanʿāʾ, The National
Museum

CIH 445
Paris, Louvre Museum,
AO 1029

CIH 419
London, The British Museum,
BM 125041
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2.2.13.5. Stela with
framework
These stelae, carved in low
relief, are decorated with a
frame usually running along
three sides. The frames bear
stylized figurative elements
(rows of recumbent ibexes, or
horned animal’s heads, or the
crescent moon and disc) or
geometric motifs (such as
dentils or horizontal grooves).
These motifs may also appear
in different combinations.

a.

b.

c.

SOYCE 910
Sayʾūn Museum, 200

as-Sawdāʾ 88
Ṣanʿāʾ, The National
Museum YM 11126 +
11192

BM 135585
London, The British Museum

2.2.14. Throne

Thrones (massive chairs with high backs) decorated with ibexes are typical of as-Sawdāʾ (ancient Nashshan).

Garbini-Francaviglia 1
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2.2.15. Weapon
Bronze spearhead with dedicatory inscription.

MṢM 3828, Ṣanʿāʾ, Military Museum

2.2.16. Weight
Made of bronze, weights are usually parallelepiped in form with a handle on the upper side.

BynM 184, Baynūn Museum
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2.3. Palm-leaf stalk
This group of artefacts comprises wooden sticks inscribed in minuscule writing, generally used for
private contracts.

Ṣanʿāʾ, The National Museum, YM 11726

Ṣanʿāʾ, University Museum, A-20-444
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